
STAFF REPORT
SAUSALITO CITY COUNCIL

MEETING DATE: February 25, 2020

AGENDA TITLE: Adopt a Resolution accepting and approving the
maintenance work performed by Roy’s Sewer
Service.

LEAD DEPARTMENT: Public Works

RECOMMENDED MOTION: Adopt a Resolution of the City Council of the City of
Sausalito authorizing the City Manager to execute an
amendment to the contract with Roy’s Sewer Service
to increase the contract amount for maintenance
cleaning.

SUMMARY
On October 8, 2019 1the City Council of the City of Sausalito adopted Resolution No.
5862 and authorizing the City Manager to execute a contract for sanitary sewer cleaning
with Roy’s Sewer Service, Inc. of Novato, California (“Roys”).  This maintenance
contract was needed to augment staff in order to fully clean and maintain the City’s
sewer system prior to the rainy season.  Roy’s Sewer Service started the work in
November 2019.  

Cleaning the City’s existing sanitary system is performed by rodding and jetting the
sewer lines.  This includes cutting of roots and removing debris that tends to block the
system.  The amount of blockage can vary from year to year depending upon the
frequency of the previous year’s cleaning and other factors such as the amount of root
intrusion.  This year additional root intrusions were encountered in various locations
within the City such that more time and effort was required for Roy’s Sewer service to
completely clean the lines.

Due to the nature of cleaning sewer system, having the maintenance contractor simply
stop cleaning when the original contract amount had been reached was not prudent to
making sure that all lines functioned correctly in the winter.  Staff requested that the
contractor proceed with the work such that the work is now complete.
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FISCAL IMPACT
In order to compensate the contractor for the additional work performed, staff
recommends the contract amount be amended to $75,780.00 ($50,000+$25,780).  
Funding is available for this increase in the Sewer Enterprise Fund, Account 110-550-
3000-320

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
Adopt a Resolution of the City Council of the City of Sausalito authorizing the City
Manager to execute an amendment to the contract with Roy’s Sewer Service to
increase the contract amount for maintenance cleaning.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1- Draft Resolution
Attachment 2 – Draft Contract Amendment
Roy’s Sewer Service Invoice


